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This guide provides extensive coverage of AndalucÃaâ€™s stunning architectural and cultural

heritage, with information on the region's many festivals, from centuries-old Semana Santa to the

electronic mayhem of Creamfields AndalucÃa. Side trips explore the region's gorgeous coastline

as well as lesser-known provinces like JaÃ©n, Almeria, and Huelva. Up-to-the-minute reviews

detailing the best places to stay, eat, shop, and party in Seville and other major cities, including

Cordoba and Granada, make Time Out Seville and AndalucÃa a great resource for travelers.
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"Scores highly in its readability and portability...great maps, accommodation, shopping and

restaurant details make it (almost) as vital to your next trip as your passport" Everything Spain

"Coverage of the cities and resorts is as good as it gets... This has to be the guide to take along for

the ride." The Sunday Times "Literally peppered with all the quirky extras for which Time Out is well

known" The Observer

Founded in 1968, Time Out has grown from humble beginnings into the leading resource for anyone

wanting to know what's happening in the world's greatest cities. Alongside our influential weeklies in

London, New York, Chicago and Dubai, we publish more than 20 magazines in cities as varied as

Beijing and Beirut; a range of travel books, with City Guides now joined by pocket-sized Shortlist

series; and an information-packed website. The company remains proudly independent, still owned



by Tony Elliott four decades after he launched Time Out London. Written by local experts, and

illustrated with original photography, our books also retain their independence. No business has

been featured because it has advertised, and all restaurants and bars are visited and reviewed

anonymously.

I've had good luck with the Time Out guide series- London, Amsterdam, Berlin- it's always been

there for me. On my recent trip to Andalucia, I was unaware that this particular Time Out guide

existed until I saw it at Heathrow airport, so of course I snatched it up. And... well- it was pretty

dissappointing. Wife and I still referred to three times as often as we did our Fodor's (let alone the

near useless Michelin guide to Spain) but I just felt like it was more of a "miss" then a "hit." Perhaps

that's just a reflection of the fact that southern spain is not the hip n' happening local that Time Out

excels at covering...One main example came in Granada, where we found this totally cool student

bar- Bar Liberia, where they specialized in playing jazz and soul records & where the beers were

literally cheaper then anywhere else in the city. Also, the bar had been there for 25 years and yet-

not in the Time Out guide.Another example came on our visit to the Alhambra- which is- I might ad-

the number one tourist attraction in Spain. We had purchased our tickets in advance via the internet.

Time Out told us to get there super early to wait in line to pick up our tickets, so we went way early

only to find out that they had ticket dispensing kiosk's for pre purchased tickets- no waiting necessa
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